Introduction. Perhaps the most surprising recent development in complexity theory is the discovery that the class np can be characterized using a form of randomized proof checker that only examines a constant number of bits of the "proof" that a string is in a language [6, 5, 31, 3, 4] . More specifically, writing |x| for the length of a string x, a language L in the class np of languages recognizable in nondeterministic polynomial time is traditionally given by a polynomial p and a polynomial-time predicate P such that a string x is in L iff there is some string y satisfying P(x, y), where |y| ≤ p(|x|). Intuitively, we can think of a string y as a possible proof that x ∈ L, with the predicate P some kind of proof checker that distinguishes good proofs from bad ones. A string x is therefore in a language L ∈ np if there is a short proof that x ∈ L, and not in L otherwise. The surprising discovery is that the deterministic proof checker that reads the entire input and proof can be replaced by a probabilistic verifier that on input x and possible proof y, where y is presented in a certain way, flips at most O(log |x|) coins and reads at most a constant number of bits of x and y. Obviously, a probabilistic verifier that does not read the whole proof will sometimes make mistakes. However, the surprising and essentially non-intuitive mathematical fact is that for each language L in np, it is possible to find a polynomial q and verifier V flipping a logarithmic number of coins and reading a constant number of bits such that, for any x ∈ L, there exists y with |y| ≤ q(|x|) and with V (x, y) accepting with probability 1 and, for x ∈ L, there is no y with |y| ≤ q(|x|) and with V (x, y) accepting with probability ≥ 1/4. This idea can also be extended to pspace [10, 9] , using a game that alternates between two players instead of a proof presented by a "single player."
presentation of np, a thesis is reviewed by a very careful judge who listens to every word and tries to find a flaw, rejecting if one flaw is found. In the probabilistic version, a thesis is reviewed by a busy and distracted, but intelligent professor who has several other things on her mind. Instead of listening to every word, her thoughts randomly drift away from the presentation and back. However, when she listens to the presentation, she analyzes the argument carefully. The theorem says, intuitively, that it is possible for such a person to distinguish reliably good theses from bad ones. An important aspect of this claim is that in replacing a thorough, attentive judge with a probabilistic one, we can ask the student to present the thesis according to any guidelines we choose. In particular, we can ask that parts of the thesis be repeated often, in various ways (perhaps like one of those interminable Faulkner passages). To draw another analogy, we could ask for a presentation that resembles a play of the game sometimes called "My father went to New York," which goes, 1. my father went to New York and he took a suitcase, 2. my father went to New York and he took a suitcase and a tie, 3. my father went to New York and he took a suitcase and a tie and a pair of socks, 4. my father went to New York and he took a suitcase and a tie and a pair of socks and one of those golf shirts with an alligator, and so on. The probabilistic verifier characterization of np may be used to show that a number of optimization problems are hard to approximate in the sense that computing an approximation would also solve every known recognition problem in np. For instance, the size of the largest clique in a graph is nphard to approximate up to any constant factor. See [4, 27] for an overview. Let us also mention recent work [18] that obtains several np lower bounds for approximation problems by traditional complexity-theoretic techniques.
The probabilistic verifier characterization of pspace is given in [10, 9] . A traditional characterization of pspace is that a language L is given by a polynomial p and a polynomial-time predicate P on strings, with a string x in L iff ∃y 1 ∀y 2 ∃y 3 . . . ∀y p(|x|) P(xy 1 y 2 y 3 . . . y p(|x|) ), where each y i may be taken to be a single bit {0, 1} or, alternatively, a string of length polynomial in |x|. In [10] , it is shown that one can replace the deterministic polynomialtime predicate P by a probabilistic one that flips a logarithmic number of coins and reads a constant number of bits of the concatenation of strings xy 1 y 2 y 3 . . . y p(|x|) , when y i 's are presented in a certain way. This result is strengthened in [9] to a characterization that also allows the universallyquantified choices (y 2 , y 4 , . . . above) to be chosen randomly. This is most easily understood using games. In the traditional characterization, pspace is the class of languages characterized by games that alternate between players ∃ (proponent) and ∀ (opponent), with the outcome determined by a polynomial-time verifier (or referee) that looks at all the moves and decides the winner. In the first probabilistic characterization, the play proceeds in the same way, but verifier (referee) flips coins to decide how to review the game, looks at a constant number of moves (not depending on the length of the game) and chooses a winner. In the second probabilistic characterization, one keeps this form of probabilistic verifier, but replaces the ∀ player (which may need to make clever moves in order to win) by a simple opponent ¶ who moves purely randomly. Formulas that begin with a string of ∃, ¶ quantifiers followed by a list of disjunctive clauses may be called stochastic formulas. Among the other possible variations one must mention "interactive proof systems" or ip [7, 16, 25, 30, 27, 26] , which provided an important technical source for the more recent work mentioned above. A relevant result of [9] , quoted as Theorem 5.3 in this paper, is that it is pspace-hard to approximate the expected number of clauses in a stochastic formula that player ∃ can satisfy when playing optimally against a random opponent ¶.
After several expository sections that discuss this material in more detail, in Section 6 we develop several variations of the linear logic proof game discussed in [22] . These games are played on linear logic formulas, and their moves are actually instances of inference rules of linear logic [14, 15, 21] . Linear logic is a natural choice in this regard because of its intrinsic ability to reflect computational resources [15, 28, 29] .
In our context, there are two players, called proponent and opponent, and a separate verifier. Proponent's goal is to play a sequence of moves that constitute a formal proof of an input formula, consisting of axioms and matching inference rules. Opponent tries to force the direction of proponent's evidence in a way that makes it impossible for proponent to obtain a formal proof. Each version of the game has a numeric score that reflects the number of certain preferred axioms used in a complete or partial formal proof.
Our main results can be explained as representations of complexity-theoretic games in the linear logic proof game, with the new complexity results obtained as corollaries of the complexity properties of games from the literature, such as those mentioned above. More specifically, the game representations we consider in Section 7 are defined in a move-by-move fashion; that is, they preserve proponent's moves, opponent's moves, proponent's strategies, as well as proponent's optimal strategies (that is, optimal with respect to the score).
In this way, one transfers to the linear logic proof game the complexity lower bounds for the approximation of the expected score when proponent plays optimally. In the case of the pspace-complete multiplicative-additive fragment of propositional linear logic [21] , it is shown in Section 7.1 that it is as hard to compute an approximation of the optimal score as it is to determine proponent's optimal strategy. One way to explain this intuitively and informally is that provability in linear logic is not only globally hard, but also locally hard. In other words, the linear logic proof game shares with many other intricate games such as chess the feature that choosing the best next move seems just as hard as developing a complete winning strategy.
Our results have analogs for the np-complete extended multiplicative fragment mll⊤ where opponent is absent. This is discussed in [24] . §2. Stochastic quantified boolean formulas and games. We consider boolean matrices in conjunctive normal form. Prenex boolean formulas are defined as usual, but we allow the "random" quantifier ¶ in addition to ∃ and ∀.
A formula is a k-CNF if every clause in its matrix has exactly k literals. For the purposes of establishing a succinct terminology, we say a formula is classical if it is closed and all of the quantifiers are ∀ or ∃, existential if it is closed and all of the quantifiers are ∃, and stochastic if it is closed and all of the quantifiers are ¶ or ∃. It is possible to consider formulas that contain other combinations of quantifiers (such as ∀ and ¶), but we will not need these other classes of formulas.
A classical formula is either valid or invalid, according to the usual interpretation. One way of understanding the value of a classical formula that will be useful in comparing classical and stochastic formulas is through a very simple game with two players called "∀" and "∃". For a formula Q 0 x 0 Q 1 x 1 . . . Q n x n M , the play follows the quantifier order Q 0 , Q 1 , . . . , Q n from left to right, with each player selecting a truth value (true or false, or, equivalently, 1 or 0) for each variable identified with that player. Informally, the goal of player "∃" is to choose values for the existentially-quantified variables so that the matrix is true. Player "∀" tries to do the opposite, choosing values for the universally-quantified variables that will make the formula false.
It is easy to see that, for any classical formula, if both players continue until the quantifier prefix is exhausted, player "∃" has the ability to win against any possible "∀" opponent precisely if the formula is valid. When player "∃" has a way of winning, regardless of how player "∀" plays, we say player "∃" has a winning strategy, and similarly for player "∀." More formally, a strategy is a function from positions (which may be represented by the sequence of moves made so far in the game) to moves. A strategy is a winning strategy for a given player if this player is guaranteed a win by following the strategy. Using this standard terminology from game theory, we say that a classical formula is valid iff player "∃" has a winning strategy. We can think of the player "∃" as "proponent" and the player "∀" as "opponent."
For stochastic formulas, we associate a probability prob-stoc(φ) with each formula φ. One way of explaining this probability is using a variant of the classical formula game described above, this time between players called " ¶" (opponent) and "∃" (proponent). The game is played in essentially the same way as the classical game, except for the way that player " ¶"chooses the values of variables. Specifically, the play follows the quantifier order from left to right, with each player selecting a truth value for each variable with the appropriate quantifier. The value of a formula is computed by associating a specific strategy with each player. The simpler of the two is player " ¶", who chooses truth values at random. That is, the player " ¶" assigns independently to each variable 1 or 0, each with probability 1/2. Player "∃" chooses truth values so as to maximize the probability that the formula is satisfied. In other words prob-stoc(φ) def = Probability that φ is satisfied if "∃" plays optimally.
This informal description may be made more precise by defining probstoc(φ) by recursion on the length of the quantifier sequence. Specifically, suppose Q i+1 x i+1 . . . Q n x n M is a formula with ¶ and ∃ quantifiers, and free boolean variables
is defined recursively as follows:
Another view of the value of a stochastic formula game is that this is the probability that player "∃" will win a game played on the classical formula obtained by replacing each ¶ by ∀, when ∀ follows a random strategy and ∃ plays optimally. §3. Recognition and optimization problems. There are three important recognition problems associated with the classical, existential and stochastic boolean formulas defined above. In this extended abstract we mention only the latter case. This is given by the "language"
The language stoc is often called ssat in the literature. (Both acronyms are meant to abbreviate "stochastic satisfiability.") A standard result of "exactsolution" complexity theory [27] establishes that stoc is polynomial-space (pspace) complete. This language-recognition problem has an associated number function that one may attempt to approximate. The main idea is to generalize the interpretation of a boolean matrix so that one counts the number of satisfied clauses and then ask for the maximum possible count. More specifically, if one interprets a matrix as a function from {0, 1} n to N , the set of natural numbers, by counting the number of satisfied clauses, then one can see that some vectors in {0, 1} n come closer to satisfying the full matrix than others. A useful intuition is to think of a matrix M = C 1 ∧ · · · ∧ C j with j clauses as stating a multiset of j conditions to be satisfied simultaneously. While it would be best to satisfy all conditions, this may not be possible. In this case, one would like to know how close one can come to this goal. In the associated game for stochastic formulas, player "∃" (i.e., proponent) tries to satisfy as many clauses as possible, but this time against an opponent that plays randomly. The number function max-stoc gives the expected number of clauses that "∃" will be able to satisfy (when playing optimally), i.e.,
This has a precise recursive definition as above, except that the base case is replaced by:
Intuitively, max-stoc is the expected score for "∃" when "∃" plays optimally against a random adversary. Note that this use of boolean formulas does not respect logical equivalence: It is easy to find logically equivalent purely existential formulas φ and φ ′ with max-stoc(φ) = max-stoc(φ ′ ). The games just described and their associated optimal score functions readily extend to a more general setting where the conditions to be satisfied simultaneously are boolean matrices rather than disjunctive clauses. That is, one counts the number of simultaneously satisfiable boolean matrices from a given multiset {M 1 , . . . , M j }. The game is played on generalized prenex formulas Qx 0 Qx 1 . . . Qx n {M 1 , . . . , M j }. The terminology regarding formulas is also used for generalized formulas. Also, for instance, the base case of the two previous recursive definitions is replaced by
The game played on formulas is a special case when the boolean matrices M 1 , . . . , M j are disjunctive clauses. §4. Approximate solutions to optimization problems. Intuitively, we approximate a function f by computing a function in some "neighborhood" of f. Let D ⊆ {0, 1} * , and let R be the set of real numbers. For a function f: D → R, the neighborhood of f consists of all functions g: D → R such that, for every string x ∈ D, the difference between f(x) and g(x) is relatively small. One measure of error that appears in the literature [12, 6, 5 ] is
* , and let f be a real-valued function on D. Let 0 < < 1, where may depend on |x|, the length of a string x ∈ D. The -neighborhood of f is the set
Intuitively, this is approximation up to factor 1/ . Also this is basically approximation with relative error at most 1 − . §5. Lower bounds for approximation problems. The approximation problems for prob-stoc and max-stoc are hard, in the technical sense that computing a close approximation would also solve every known recognition problem in an established complexity class, in this case pspace. However, the precise form of lower bound that can be proved using current techniques differs from one problem to the next. Let us give a short intuitive explanation of one approach.
Standard complexity classes are formulated using languages, or recognition problems. Therefore, one natural and appealing form of lower bound for approximation is to show that if one can compute a function efficiently in an -neighborhood of f, then one can efficiently decide any language in np, for example. Since there is a substantial body of literature classifying problems in np (such as [13] ), and historical attempts to develop efficient algorithms for the np-complete problems have not been successful, this would give strong evidence that no polynomial-time algorithm exists for computing a function within an -neighborhood of f. A similar argument for pspace would suggest that no such approximation could be computed in less than polynomial space. Little was known about such lower bounds for approximations until recently. However, recently there has been substantial progress in this area. We refer the reader to the monographs [31, 3] and to the survey paper [4] for np lower bounds.
In general, a reduction from a language recognition problem to an approximation must translate a yes/no question about a language to a yes/no question about functions.
* , and let f be a real-valued function on D. Let be a real-valued function on the natural numbers such that 0 < (n) < 1, for all n. The function f is pspace-hard to approximate within multiplicative ratio if every rational-valued function g ∈ -nbhd(f) is pspace-hard.
One way to establish the required reductions 1 for language L and function f is to translate any string x to a function argument s(x) such that
where d 1 (x) < d 2 (x) are sufficiently far apart so that, for any g ∈ -nbhd(f), one can decide membership in L by computing g (s(x) ).
The following theorem is proved in [9] .
Theorem 5.3 ([9]). There exists a positive real constant < 1 such that the function max-stoc on 3-CNF stochastic formulas is pspace-hard to approximate within multiplicative ratio .
That is, computing any function h in the -neighborhood of max-stoc would allow us to decide membership in any language L in pspace, using time and space at most a polynomial greater than the time and space needed to compute h. A similar theorem regarding the clause-counting game on classical formulas is obtained in [10] . In [9] it is also observed that Using the latter theorem and the techniques of [18] , it can be shown that Theorem 5.5. There exists a positive real number c such that the function max-stoc on generalized stochastic formulas is pspace-hard to approximate within multiplicative ratio n −c , where n is the length of the generalized stochastic formula. §6. Linear logic proof games. Linear logic, introduced in [14] , is a refinement of classical logic. While the central notions of truth (emphasized in classical logic) and proof construction (emphasized in intuitionistic logic) remain important in linear logic, it might be said that the emphasis in linear logic is on state. Linear logic is sometimes described as being resource sensitive because it provides an intrinsic and natural accounting of process states, events, and resources [15, 28, 29] .
A connection between linear logic and randomized interaction was investigated in [22] , which introduced a game semantics of a fragment of linear logic by means of probabilistic games. Other notions of game semantics for linear logic were considered in [8, 1, 2, 17, 20, 19, 11] . Another direction is emphasized here: linear logic proof game simulations of probabilistic games from complexity theory. Such simulations are then used to show that certain problems in linear logic that are known to be hard to decide are also hard to approximate.
We shall consider so-called multiplicative-additive fragment of propositional linear logic, mall. Its proof rules are presented below. This fragment is pspace-complete [21] . Although this fragment does not contain linear logic modalities (or: exponentials), some of the other aspects of linear logic may be seen already in mall. For instance, two standard "structural" rules contraction and weakening are removed, which produces a linear system in which each assumption must be used exactly once in a proof. In this system, formulas indicate finite resources that cannot necessarily be discarded or duplicated without effort. Another feature of linear logic is the distinction between two natural forms of conjunction and disjunction, one form called "multiplicative," and the other "additive." For instance, considering the hypotheses as resources, a proof of a multiplicative conjunction ⊗ as a conclusion must partition the resources used to establish each conjunct, whereas the additive conjunction & requires the sharing of all of the resources. The distinction between the multiplicative and the additive connectives is reflected in the mall inference rules, given below.
Let p, q be propositional atoms, let A, B be mall formulas, let Γ, ∆, Θ, Ξ be finite multisets of mall formulas, and let Σ be a finite multiset of literals or constants 1, 0. We write ∆ ⊎ Θ for the (disjoint) multiset union of ∆ and Θ. As usual, we write Γ, A for the multiset obtained by adding an instance of A to Γ. An expression of the form ⊢ Γ is called a sequent. 
⊥ is 0, and 0 ⊥ is ⊤. mall proof rules are
mall enjoys the cut-elimination property and the subformula property [14, 21] .
In particular, if a mall formula is provable, then it is provable without the use of the cut rule, and the required proof rules involve only subformulas of the given formula. Let us describe several variations of the proof game discussed in [22] , all involving the same moves. There are two players, called proponent and opponent, and a separate verifier. Proponent's goal is to play a number of moves demonstrating or giving evidence for a sequent. In order to do this, proponent plays proof rule instances. Opponent tries to force the direction of proponent's evidence in a way that makes it impossible for proponent to win. Opponent plays special markers that may block one side of proponent's & moves. If proponent plays a ⊗ move, then opponent does not block either of the premises.
Verifier scores completed plays of the game. Various forms of the game differ in the way they are scored. The main objective of proponent is to never allow opponent to succeed. However, in some forms of the game proponent will be more ambitious, that is, in addition to the main requirement, proponent will try to achieve the best score possible.
Let us first consider a simple version of the game against a randomized opponent, which can be described as an avg/max game played on mall sequents. Proponent chooses the inference rule to be applied. In the case ⊗, proponent chooses a partition and requires both associated expressions to be evaluated. In the case ⊕, proponent chooses which of the two expressions will be evaluated. In the case &, opponent chooses by a fair coin toss which of the two expressions will be evaluated. In the case of a primitive sequent, verifier simply computes the value. Each sequent containing the constant ⊤, each identity axiom, and each primitive sequent containing only the constant 1 is scored 1 by verifier. All other primitive sequents are scored 0. Each completed play of the game is scored as the minimum of the scores of terminal sequents obtained in the play. Note that the number of moves is finite; indeed, it is polynomial in the size of a given mall sequent. Proponent wins when each encountered primitive sequent is an identity axiom or the constant 1.
Let us define the function , which represents the expected score when proponent plays optimally. Let us emphasize that, for any mall sequent ⊢ Ξ, the value (Ξ) is the maximum possible value satisfying these recursive conditions. Specifically, if any encountered sequent contains composite formulas, then several clauses regarding (Γ; A) might be applicable.
It may be seen that a mall sequent ⊢ Ξ is provable iff (Ξ) = 1. Furthermore, if ⊢ Ξ is unprovable and does not contain & , then (Ξ) = 0. However, (Ξ) may be arbitrarily close to 1 if ⊢ Ξ is unprovable and contains & . The more involved version of the linear logic proof game against a randomized opponent may also be presented as an avg/max game. The players' moves and the winning condition are the same as in the simple game just described. However, in this version of the game, proponent also attempts to use as many certain preferred axioms as possible. Preferred axioms are, say, instances of a distinguished axiom ⊢ d, d
⊥ , where the propositional atom d is fixed in advance. In this version, proponent gets one point for each instance of the distinguished axiom ⊢ d, d
⊥ encountered in a play, but no points are awarded if a primitive sequent ⊢ Σ is any other identity axiom ⊢ p, p ⊥ , or contains ⊤, or consists of a single constant ⊢ 1. If Σ is any other multiset of literals or constants, that is, a possibly empty multiset of literals or constants 1, 0 other than an identity axiom or the single constant 1, then proponent receives a penalty of −2 n points, where n is length of the original sequent. Each completed play of the game is now scored as the sum of the scores of primitive sequents obtained at the end of the play. Note that proponent wins iff this sum is ≥ 0.
Let us define the function , which represents the expected score for proponent when proponent plays optimally.
(Γ) = n (Γ), where n = |Γ|,
if Σ is another axiom or 1, −2 n otherwise.
Observe again that, for any mall sequent ⊢ Ξ, the value (Ξ) is the maximum possible value satisfying these recursive conditions, now with n fixed as the number of symbols in Ξ.
It may be seen that a mall sequent ⊢ Ξ is provable iff (Ξ) ≥ 0. Furthermore, if ⊢ Ξ is unprovable and does not contain the distinguished propositional atom d , then (Ξ) ≤ −1.
Game score functions considered here are intrinsic to the proof system mall. In particular, they are invariant with respect to certain permutability properties, important "structural" properties of mall. That is, our game score functions are invariant with respect to invertible inference rules of mall. The following theorem is proved by induction on the length of Γ.
Theorem 6.1. The following equalities hold, with n the length of the longest sequent in each equality:
and similarly for .
Let us also observe that many isomorphisms of linear logic are respected by the score functions we consider, e.g.,
Notable exceptions are A&⊤ ∼ = A and A&(B&C ) ∼ = (A&B)&C . §7. Representing games in the linear logic proof game. In this section, stochastic (generalized) formula games discussed in Section 2 will be represented by linear logic games introduced in Section 6. The simple game on formulas will be represented by the simple version of the linear logic proof game. The clause-counting games will be represented by means of the advanced version of the linear logic proof game. Of course, the representations themselves will be computable in polynomial time.
In the instances we consider, a natural way to define game representations is to emphasize optimal strategies, that is, optimal with respect to score, rather than winning strategies: Definition 7.1. A game representation is an assignment that maps
• inputs to inputs, • proponent's moves to sequences of proponent's moves, • opponent's moves to sequences of moves containing exactly one opponent's move, • proponent's strategies to proponent's strategies, and • proponent's optimal strategies to proponent's optimal strategies.
In the instances we consider, these conditions imply that the game score is preserved.
The reader will observe that the proof of the pspace-hardness of mall in [21] in fact establishes a polynomial-time representation of the simple evaluation game on classical formulas (discussed here at the beginning of Section 2) by means of the simple linear logic proof game with a universal opponent, who may make clever choices in blocking one of the premises of a & rule instance.
Let us summarize the main results. 7.1. Lower bounds for linear logic proof game. The existence of the game representations just discussed implies that, for each version of the linear logic game defined in Section 6, approximating the optimal score within a certain multiplicative ratio is pspace-hard.
Regarding the simple linear logic game against a stochastic opponent, Theorem 7.2 and the result from [9] cited here as Theorem 5.4 yield the following lower bound. In other words, computing any function g that, for every mall formula F , satisfies
would amount to the ability to recognize every pspace language. As an illustration of the meaning of the condition, note that even a very large constant g fails to satisfy the condition, since the values of can be very close to zero. On the other hand, the theorem implies that the function is pspace-hard to approximate up to any constant factor. Note that the similar result in the case of the simple linear logic game against a universal opponent is a trivial consequence of the pspace-completeness of mall known from [21] . Indeed, the score v when proponent plays optimally is discrete (v(Ξ) = 1 if Ξ is provable, else v(Ξ) = 0), and thus approximating v within a multiplicative ratio amounts to computing v exactly.
Let us close by considering lower bounds for the advanced version of the linear logic game, in which proponent's goal is to maximize the number of occurrences of the distinguished identity axiom in a cut-free mall proof. This theorem may be obtained directly from the pspace-completeness of mall known from [21] . However, the set of provable mall sequents on which the function is pspace-hard to approximate may be further restricted in several ways by using Theorems 5.5 and 7.3, and the result from [9] On the other hand, proof-theoretic properties of linear logic allow us to restrict provable mall sequents to those that contain only formulas of depth at most 2.
Theorems 7.3, 7.5, and 7.6 have analogs in the case in which the game is played against a universal opponent, but that case must be omitted here. The reader is referred to [23] . Our results also have implications for proof search heuristics in linear logic. This is discussed in [24] .
